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Abstract

This demo presents Casper; a framework in which users
entertain anonymous location-based services. Casper con-
sists of two main components; the location anonymizer that
blurs the users’ exact location into cloaked spatial regions
and the privacy-aware query processor that is responsible
on providing location-based services based on the cloaked
spatial regions. While the location anonymizer is imple-
mented as a stand alone application, the privacy-aware
query processor is embedded into PLACE; a research pro-
totype for location-based database servers.

1 Introduction
The wide spread of location-detection devices (e.g.,

GPS-like devices) enables new applications in which users
continuously send their location information to a location-
based database server. Examples of these applications in-
clude store finders, traffic reports, and location-based adver-
tisements. Although location-based applications promise
safety and convenience, they threaten the privacy and se-
curity of their customers. In order to get a location-based
service, a user has to report her private location informa-
tion to the server. With untrustworthy servers, such model
provides several privacy threats. For example, an employer
may check on her employee behavior by knowing the places
she visits or the personal medical records can be inferred by
knowing which clinic a person visits.

This demo presentsCasper [1, 3]; a novel frame-
work that turns traditional location-based servers to provide
anonymous services to their customers.Casperconsists of
two components, namely, thelocation anonymizerand the
privacy-aware query processor. The location anonymizer
is a trusted third party that receives continuous location
updates from users, blurs the location updates to cloaked
spatial areas, and sends the cloaked areas to the location-
based database server. Whilecloaking the location infor-
mation, thelocation anonymizeralso removes any user
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identity to ensure the pseudonymity of the location infor-
mation. Similar to the exact point locations, thelocation
anonymizeralso blurs the query location information before
sending a cloaked query area to the location-based database
server. Theprivacy-aware query processoris embedded in-
side the location-based database server to tune its function-
ality to deal with anonymous queries and cloaked spatial
areas rather than the exact location information.

Mobile users register withCasperwith a privacy profile
that has the form(k, Amin), wherek indicates that the user
wants to bek-anonymous, i.e., not distinguishable otherk

users, whileAmin indicates that the user wants to hide her
location information within an area of at leastAmin. Mo-
bile users have the ability to frequently change their privacy
profiles to adjust a personal trade-off between the amount of
information they reveal about their locations and the quality
of service that they obtain fromCasper.

2 The Location Anonymizer

Casper employs two types of location anonymizers,
namely, thebasiclocation anonymizer and theadaptivelo-
cation anonymizer. Thebasiclocation anonymizer employs
a grid-based complete pyramid data structure that hierarchi-
cally decomposes the spatial space intoH levels where a
level of heighth has4h grid cells. Each pyramid cell is rep-
resented as(cid, N) wherecid is the cell identifier while
N is the number of mobile users within the cell boundaries.
The cloaking algorithm basically takes the exact location in-
formation as an input and finds its corresponding grid cell at
the lowest pyramid level. If such cell satisfies the user pri-
vacy requirements, then it will be sent to the location-based
database server as the cloaked spatial region. However, if
such cell does not satisfy the privacy requirements, the al-
gorithm is recursively evaluated on higher pyramid layers
till a suitable grid cell is found.

On the other hand, theadaptivelocation anonymizer em-
ploys an incomplete pyramid structure that maintains only
those grid cells that can be potentially used as cloaking re-
gions for the mobile users. For example, if all mobile users
have strict privacy requirements where the lowest pyramid
level would not satisfy any user privacy profile, theadaptive
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Figure 1: The Client GUI

location anonymizer will not maintain such level, hence,
the cost of maintaining the pyramid structure is signifi-
cantly reduced. The cloaking algorithm of theadaptivelo-
cation anonymizer is similar to that of thebasic location
anonymizer. However, in theadaptivelocation anonymizer,
we always search in less number of levels as we maintain
less grid cells than that of thebasiclocation anonymizer.

3 Privacy-aware Query Processing
Two data types are stored in theprivacy-awarelocation-

based database server,public data andprivatedata.Public
data includes stationary objects such as hospitals, restau-
rants, and gas stations or moving objects such as police cars
and on-site workers.Privatedata mainly contains personal
information of mobile or stationary users with aprivacy
profile of non-zerok or non-zeroAmin. Such data are rep-
resented as cloaked spatial regions rather than exact point
location information. Based on the stored data, three novel
query types are supported inCasperthrough itsprivacy-
aware query processor: (1) Private queries over public data
where the query issuer location is private while the data ob-
jects are public, (2)Public queries over private datawhere
the query issuer location is public while the data objects
are private, and (3)Private queries over private datawhere
both the query and data object locations are private.

Considering private nearest-neighbor queries over public
data as a case study, theprivacy-awarequery processor em-
ploys a filter-refine approach in which a set of data objects
at the server side are selected as filters. Using these filters,
the whole set of data is pruned to only acandidatelist. The
candidatelist is sent back to the client where the query can
be evaluated locally using the candidate list. The size of the
candidate list is greatly affected by the user privacy profile.
The more strict the privacy profile, the larger the candidate
list size. Theprivacy-awarequery processor ofCasperis
proved to provide aninclusivecandidate list, i.e., the can-
didate list includes the exact query answer, and aminimal
candidate list, i.e., given a set of filters, the candidate list is
of minimal size.

Figure 2: The Adaptive location anonymizer

4 Demo Scenario
Figure 1 gives a GUI screen shot of the client module.

The GUI is divided into four parts: (1) A road network map
that displays the position of the client roaming on the road
network, (2) The privacy profile interface where the user
can update the values ofk andAmin at any time and sub-
mit the updated privacy profile to the location anonymizer,
(3) The query submission interface in which the client has
the ability to choose either range or nearest neighbor queries
from four different query categories, public query over pub-
lic data (i.e., traditional queries), private query over public
data, public query over private data, and private query over
private data, and (4) The query result interface in which the
query answer is tabulated to the user in addition to being
shown on the road network map.

Figure 2 gives the GUI screen shot for theadaptiveloca-
tion anonymizer. The GUI mainly shows the current exact
locations of all participating mobile users over the road net-
work. One level of the pyramid data structure is displayed
as a grid over the road network. The number of mobile
users at each grid cell is displayed along with the grid level.
As a default, the GUI displays only the lowest-level main-
tained cells. Finally, there will be a GUI screen shot for the
privacy-aware location-based database server which is im-
plemented inside the PLACE server [2]. The GUI will show
the road network map with the exact locations of public data
and the cloaked regions for private data.
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